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Outsunny 3x3(m) Garden Cantilever Roma Parasol with Crank and Tilt Square Overhanging Patio
Umbrella with 360° Rotation Sun Shade Canopy with Base

  View Product 

 Code : 84D-073CG

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£479.99

£319.99 / exc vat
£383.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

TWO-TIER DESIGN: UV 50+ 180gsm polyester canopy
provides shade on summer days and protects from
harmful UV rays. The double-tier top helps the wind or hot
air flow quickly increasing the stability in wind days.
SEVEN ANGELS AND 360Â° MOVEMENT: Crank
handle easily adjusts and locks into a suitable position for
you providing all-day protection. Pedal on the garden
parasol base to spin the canopy.
ALUMINIUM POLE: Keeps the garden parasol upright all
day long naturally protected against rusting and peeling
with eight ribs connecting to the parasol for extra strength
and support. The crank handle opens and closes the
canopy easily.
WEIGHTED BASE AND COVER INCLUDED: Equipped
with cross base and weights takes 80kg water 100kg
water/sand combo in total - simply fill fully for it to be
heavy. Silver coated Oxford cover protects your parasol
when not being use for extended use.
DIMENSIONS: Overall Dimension: 260H x 270L x 270W
cm. Assembly required.
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